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Let there be light



About the analysis For many Americans, the reality of financial exclusion can be countered only with the reporting of alternative payment data. Full-file reporting’s end goal is to aid these consumers with their entry into the financial mainstream. Providing tools that allow them access to affordable financial services will improve their economic well-being. What is alternative payment data? Alternative payment data comes from payment obligations through nontraditional lenders. Examples include regular bill payments from telecommunications, utilities, rental properties, medical services and other nontraditional financial services that currently are not reported. Both positive and negative consumer payment information is included. For this study, the analysis focused on utility obligations and how the addition of the positive payment history impacted the consumer. Experian studied how the positive payment history data from energy-utility companies would impact the consumer. This analysis examined the impact on the thickness of the consumer’s credit file (measured by the number of trades on file), the movement of the consumer’s credit scores between score bands and the magnitude of the credit score change. In addition, this report will reiterate the corresponding effect on credit card interest rates offered to the study population as a result of the positive payment history data. ®



To conduct this analysis, Experian gathered a random sample of 5 percent of the currently reported positive payment energy-utility obligations found on our credit database (File One ). This sample of utility payment obligations was pulled retroactively (defined by the absence of outstanding balances or write-offs) from December 2013. Experian also used 24 months of positive payment history data prior to December 2013. Combining the current and retroactive payments accounted for a total of 25 months of positive payment history being added to the consumer’s credit file. Negative payment history purposefully was excluded from the analysis to understand the consumer impact of positive payment reporting only. SM
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All utility tradelines that were open as of December 2013 with open dates prior to 2005 comprised 53 percent of all tradelines. The average balance associated with these positive payment obligations was approximately $114. Finally, the credit score impact, as a result of adding the simulated utility tradelines to the consumer’s credit file, was evaluated using VantageScore 3.0. ®
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The average balance associated with these positive payment obligations was approximately $114. To rule out any geographic or demographic noise, Experian also sampled a random set of consumers across the United States with no currently reported energy-utility obligations. This sample set of consumers excluded any economic hardships or positive impacts stemming from the prior inclusion of energy-utility obligations. The positive energy-utility payment obligations (tradelines sampled from December 2013) were to be added to this national sample of records to simulate the effect of adding alternative payment history to a consumer’s credit file. The results of this analysis would simulate the national effect of all energy-utility companies reporting positive payment data. In the past, only negative payment tradelines, such as collections, were reported to credit reporting agencies. Unlike credit card, mortgage and car payments — which help build credit history when paid on time — energy-utility payments made on time were not available to include in the consumer’s credit profile. The reporting of positive utility payment data not only makes a difference for those who are looking to build credit history, but also will help thin-file or underbanked consumers become scoreable by certain traditional credit scoring methods and potentially gain access to credit. The potential benefit of positive energy-utility tradeline reporting is immense. The insights of this analysis help quantify the consumer benefits of this abundant source of nontraditional payment data.



 or the purpose of this data analysis, Experian used the VantageScore 3.0 advanced credit scoring model, F which produces a highly predictive score and scores up to 35 million consumers previously deemed unscoreable. VantageScore 3.0 has a score range of 300 to 850, representing a consumer’s creditworthiness.
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Credit file thickness The effects on credit file depth for no-hit and thin-file consumers as a result of adding positive energy-utility tradelines Independent of credit score, the thickness of a consumer’s credit file is often a critical component to a lender’s decision. The depth of a credit report reflects of the number and types of accounts on file. A robust and diverse credit file may indicate that a consumer is adept at managing multiple credit obligations. Experian analyzed the impact to credit file thickness for the study population of energy-utility tradelines. The relative thickness of the files was grouped according to three categories: no hit (representing no credit file present, i.e., no tradelines on file), thin file (representing four or fewer tradelines on file) and thick file (representing five or more tradelines on file). Prior to the simulated energy-utility tradeline reporting, none of the study sample was missing from the credit file (no hit). This is not a mistake. Experian had sourced the study sample from its own database (File One) and not from an external client list. Based on other full-file reporting analyses, we believe the no-hit population would have been between 2 percent and 5 percent of the study population. Normally, prior to the reporting of the paid-as-agreed energy-utility tradelines to the core Experian credit database, these individuals would be credit-unscoreable. Following the addition of the positive energy-utility tradelines, all of these potential no-hit consumers would transition to the thin-file category and become credit-scoreable using VantageScore 3.0. The study’s sample population shift, from thin file to thick file as a result of adding the energy-utility tradeline, is compelling. Twenty percent of thin-file consumers migrated to the thick-file category. Thick files, representing consumers with five or more tradelines on file, increased from 55 percent to 64 percent of the sample population. Nine percent more of the sample population now is considered thick file, potentially resulting in increased access to credit at better terms. The no-hit population, consumers who did not match to the Experian credit database, also would be able to leverage the existence of this alternative data tradeline as a foundation to begin building credit history. Chart A: File thickness migration 80%
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Risk-segment migration How positive energy-utility reporting results in migration across the subprime, nonprime and prime risk segments The risk-segment migration of the study population offers further insight into the impact of adding paid-as-agreed energy-utility tradelines to credit files. Risk-segment tiers, as defined by VantageScore 3.0, include subprime, nonprime and prime. Subprime is defined as a score from 300 to 600; nonprime is defined as a score from 601 to 660; and prime, as a broad category, is scored from 661 to 850. Prior to the addition of the positive energy-utility tradelines, 30 percent of the study population fell into the subprime category, compared with approximately 32 percent of the overall U.S. population considered subprime (according to VantageScore 3.0). The addition of the energy-utility tradeline to the file for these consumers benefited them particularly well, as evidenced by a 47 percent reduction in the subprime population. These individuals migrated from the subprime segment to a risk segment at least one level higher (nonprime or prime). The nonprime segment increased by 54 percent, from 13 percent to 20 percent. The prime segment increased by 15 percent, from 54 percent to 62 percent. After the simulation, a small portion of the study population, of which the majority were deceased, received score exclusions. Subprime consumers typically receive fewer traditional credit offers, higher interest rates and limited access to credit. Even though these consumers are credit-scoreable, they ultimately may not benefit from credit opportunities available to their risk segment due to the corresponding high cost of credit. In real terms, migrating from a subprime credit offer to a prime credit offer could represent an interest rate decrease of nearly 11 percentage points, or nearly a 50 percent rate reduction (see charts D and E for additional details). Through the addition of the positive energy-utility tradelines, an additional 15 percent of the study population migrated to the nonprime or prime risk segments, giving them the potential to receive more affordable credit, additional credit opportunities and an increased ability to build credit history.



Chart B: Risk-segment migration 80% Increased by 15%
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Credit score change A closer look at the distribution of credit scores among previously scoreable consumers as a result of positive energy-utility tradeline reporting Looking more specifically at the distribution of score changes, after the addition of the energy-utility tradelines, Experian discovered that 77 percent of the study population (those previously scoreable) experienced a score increase, the majority of which was 11 points or more. Twenty percent of consumers in the analysis received a “neutral” or “no score change.” Only 2 percent of consumers in the analysis experienced a score decrease greater than 11 points. More simply, 97 percent of study participants experienced a score increase or no score change as a result of positive energy-utility tradeline reporting. The subprime and nonprime consumers in the study received the greatest positive score impact, with 95 percent of subprime consumers and 75 percent of nonprime consumers experiencing a positive score change. A resounding 82 percent of subprime consumers in the study received a positive score impact of 11 points or more. The average VantageScore 3.0 score change for all participants in the study was an increase of 28 points. Those consumers who experienced a greater-than-10-point score decrease (2 percent of the study population) had low volatility. The majority of those consumers who experienced a greater-than-10-point score decrease remained within the same risk segment, e.g., prime, and still received the addition of an incremental tradeline to file (increasing the thickness and diversity of the credit file and the resulting potential benefits, as noted previously).



Chart C: Risk score change Negative change
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Financial impact An example of the potential financial benefit for energy-utility consumers as evidenced by modeled credit card interest rates An analysis of modeled credit card interest rates across risk segments provides just one example of the potential financial impact for energy-utility consumers as a result of the addition of the positive tradelines to file. An analysis by Experian revealed that as a consumer’s risk segment improves (the consumer becomes less risky), the credit card interest rate the consumer is likely to receive from lenders becomes lower. This was determined by evaluating a random, statistically representative population of consumers over the course of six months. Of note was the population of consumers in the credit card modeled interest rate analysis was distinct from that in this white paper. Experian’s EIRC for Revolving product was used to model the credit card interest rate for the population of consumers in the modeled interest rate study. EIRC for Revolving is an estimated-interest-rate calculator that leverages historical credit card data to determine a number of attributes, such as the average effective annual percentage rate on a consumer’s credit cards. SM



As illustrated below, prime consumers in the study received modeled credit card interest rates 10.8 percentage points lower, nearly a 50 percent rate reduction, than the subprime consumers in the study. Consumers with more robust credit files within risk segments received lower modeled credit card interest rates. For example, in the subprime risk segment, consumers in the study who migrated from thin file to thick file during the six-month period received modeled interest rates more than two percentage points lower, nearly a 10 percent rate reduction, than their thin-file counterparts within the same risk segment. Applying Experian’s modeled interest rate analysis to the results of this study shows that the addition of the paid-as-agreed energy-utility tradeline to the core Experian credit database yields a tangible, financial benefit.
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Chart E: Modeled credit card interest rate by file thickness migration 25%
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Conclusion The results of this analysis demonstrate the impact of positive energy-utility reporting on credit file thickness, risk-segment migration and credit scores for consumers. These factors were analyzed in the context of both unscoreable and scoreable consumers prior to the addition of the paid-as-agreed energy-utilty tradelines to the core Experian consumer credit database. Twenty percent of thin-file consumers migrated to the thick-file category following the addition of the positive energy-utility tradelines. An increase to the credit file thickness alone, even with the risk segment holding steady, yields tangible benefits in terms of lower credit card interest rates likely to be received by consumers, as evidenced in chart E. Further insight into the impact of adding paid-as-agreed energy-utility tradelines to credit files is exhibited by the risk-segment migration of the study population. Prior to the addition of the positive energy-utility tradelines, 30 percent of the study population was considered subprime. Following the addition of the energy-utility tradelines, this group decreased by 47 percent, migrating to at least one higher (less-risky) risk segment (nonprime or prime). In addition, the segment of the population in the nonprime category increased 54 percent, and the allocation in the prime category increased 15 percent. Lastly, 97 percent of the study population experienced a score increase or neutral score impact as a result of the simulated positive energy-utility reporting. Nearly 77 percent of the study population experienced a score increase, the majority of which was 11 points or more. Subprime and nonprime consumers received the greatest positive credit score impact, with 95 percent of subprime and 75 percent of nonprime consumers experiencing a positive score change. Overall, the average VantageScore 3.0 score change for all participants in the study was an increase of 28 points.
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Positive energy-utility reporting presents an opportunity for energy companies to play a key role in helping their consumers build credit history. The ability for many of these consumers to become credit-scoreable, build a more robust credit file and potentially migrate to a better risk segment simply by paying their energy bill on time each month is powerful and represents an opportunity for positive change that should not be overlooked. Energy-utility consumers who pay their utility bill on time should not be credit-disadvantaged. Experian is committed to helping all consumers establish or build credit history and encourages energy companies and the industry at large to follow suit.



T he ability for many of these consumers to become credit-scoreable, build a more robust credit file and potentially migrate to a better risk segment simply by paying their energy bill on time each month is powerful and represents an opportunity for positive change that should not be overlooked. About Experian Experian is the leading global information services company, providing data and analytical tools to clients around the world. The Group helps businesses to manage credit risk, prevent fraud, target marketing offers and automate decision making. Experian also helps individuals to check their credit report and credit score, and protect against identity theft. Experian plc is listed on the London Stock Exchange (EXPN) and is a constituent of the FTSE 100 index. Total revenue for the year ended March 31, 2014, was US$4.8 billion. Experian employs approximately 16,000 people in 39 countries and has its corporate headquarters in Dublin, Ireland, with operational headquarters in Nottingham, UK; California, US; and São Paulo, Brazil. For more information, visit http://www.experianplc.com.
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